Sound 5E Lesson
Explore More Investigations

Vocal Cords
Challenge:

Build a model of vocal cords to better understand how they work.

Procedure
1. Place your hand on your throat and give a low hum. The vibration you feel is your larynx,
which, along with your vocal cords and air from your trachea, allows you to speak, sing
and make sounds.
2. Choose a cup and rubber band. Place the rubber band around the cup so that it goes
over the top and bottom of the cup. The rubber band represents the folds or membranes
stretched across the larynx (cup) that we call vocal cords.
3. Use a small piece of straw to blow across the rubber band on the open end of the cup.
The opening of the straw should line up with the side of the rubber band. When you blow
very hard, right at the middle of the rubber band, it will buzz and visibly vibrate. The straw
represents your trachea sending air across the vocal cords and making them vibrate to
create sound.

Observations
1. How does the buzzing sound of the rubber band compare to the sound when you pluck
the rubber band? Is it the same pitch? How are the sounds similar and how are they
different?

2. How does the sound change if you use a thinner or thicker rubber band?
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3. How does the sound change if you use a tighter or looser rubber band?

Conclusion
Draw a picture of the larynx, trachea and the vocal cord membranes that vibrate to make sound.
Label each part. Write one sentence about the function of each organ. Finally, give the
corresponding part of your vocal cord model (cups, rubber band, or straw).
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Eardrum
Challenge:

Build a model of the eardrum to better understand how it works.

Procedure
1. Cut a 2-inch ring from the plastic cup or bottle.
2. Stretch a balloon or plastic over one opening of the ring and secure it with a rubber band.
Make sure it is pulled tight in all directions. You now have a model eardrum.
3. Sprinkle some salt (or whatever is provided by the teacher) on top of the eardrum. Place
the eardrum over a small speaker, ear buds or the speaker end of a cell phone.
4. Play music or sounds through the speakers and observe what happens to the salt.

Observations
1. What does the salt do when you play quiet music? How about when you play very loud
music?

2. What does the salt do when you play low-pitched sounds? How about when you play
high-pitched sounds?

3. Most systems have a frequency or pitch at which they vibrate more easily. This is called a
natural frequency. If you can, change the frequency while keeping the volume steady. At
which frequency does the salt move the most? This is the natural frequency of your eardrum
model.
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Conclusion
Draw a picture of the eardrum along with the middle ear bones and cochlea. Label each part.
Write 3 sentences describing what happens as sound vibrations hit the eardrum and how
they travel through the middle ear bones and into the cochlea.

Do we need an eardrum to hear? Think about the Head Harp investigations. How else can
vibrations get to the cochlea?

